STANDARD

STANDARD 1ÈRE

BUSINESS 1ÈRE

2nd class

The comfort of a first-class seat
with plenty of leg room.

The comfort of a first-class seat
with plenty of leg room.

All international routes
France <> Switzerland

All international routes
France <> Switzerland

Paris <> Geneva, Paris <> Lausanne
and Paris/Dijon <> Zurich/Basel
routes.
Everyday except Saturdays.

Variable fare depending on early
booking.

Variable fare depending on early
booking

From 29€ one way,
non-exchangeable non-refundable

From 49€ one way, one way with
partial flexibility.

Fixed fare per destination,
whatever the travel and booking
date.

3 levels of flexibility for exchanges
and refunds:
total / partial / no flexibility.

Total or partial flexibility.
Exchange and refund with fees.

Ease of access on all the trains on
the same day and to the same
destination, only for a STANDARD
ticket with total flexibility.

Ease of access on all the trains on
the same day and to the same
destination, only for a
STANDARD 1ÈRE ticket with total
flexibility

Ease of access on all the trains on
the same day and to the same
destination.

Services:

Services:

Services all inclusive:



Access to the refurbished bar
coach and to Le Deli offer with
urban, gourmet recipes



Access to the refurbished bar
coach and to Le Deli offer with
urban, gourmet recipes

 A dedicated quiet coach,
perfect for relaxing or working
in peace



Free Wi-Fi on board



Free Wi-Fi on board



Access to the SNCF Grand
Voyageur lounge at Paris Gare
de Lyon

 A personalised welcome with a
drink and an oshibori (hot towel)

(30€ per person and per journey not
including distribution‘s fees)

One-way fares:
Paris <> Geneva: 195€
Paris <> Lausanne: 195€
Paris <> Basel: 199€
Paris <> Zurich: 226€
Total flexibility.
Free and unlimited exchange and
refund.

However passengers are still encouraged to
exchange their ticket to ensure a reserved
seat and the meal service.

 A hot meal service, La Table,
signed by starred-chef Michel
Roth, with service on plate at
your seat
 Unlimited drinks
 Free Wi-Fi on board
 Access to the SNCF Grand
Voyageur lounge at Paris Gare
de Lyon

